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Abstract—Since the early days of Model-driven Engineering
(MDE), our community has been discussing the reasons why
MDE had not quickly became mainstream. It is now clear the
answer is a mix of technical and social factors, but among the
former, the lack of maturity of MDE tools is often mentioned. The
goal of this paper is to explore the question of whether this lack of
maturity is actually true. We do so by comparing the maturity
of over a hundred modeling and non-modeling projects living
together in the Eclipse ecosystem. In both cases, we use the word
project to refer to a variety of tools, libraries and other artefacts
to build and manipulate software components, either at the model
or code level. Our maturity model is based on code-centric and
community metrics that we evaluate on the repository data for
both kinds of projects. Their incubation status is also considered
in the assessment. Results show that there are indeed differences
between modeling and non-modeling projects, though less than
we expected when setting up the study. Moreover, while the incu-
bation status clearly separates non-modeling projects, the same is
not true for modeling projects which seem to remain much more
stable across their lifespan. We believe our results help to have a
better perspective on maturity of modeling support nowadays and
provide ideas for further analysis towards their improvement.

I. Introduction

Model-driven Engineering (MDE) refers to a software

development methodology where software abstractions –or

models– are systematically used along the process [1]. MDE

promises many potential benefits (e.g., gains in productivity,

portability, maintainability or interoperability) and several

studies have been conducted to support these claims with

empirical data [2]–[6]. Moreover, in the last years, the tech-

nological ecosystem around MDE has flourished, providing

developers with a plethora of tools to support modeling

tasks, ranging from model management solutions to model

transformation and code-generation engines. A large number

of these tools are somehow linked to the Eclipse platform1.

For instance, many tools are built on top of the Eclipse

Modeling Framework (EMF)2 or depend on other popular

Eclipse modeling projects like ATL3.

Nevertheless, adoption of MDE is still far from being the

norm [7] [8]. A combination of technical and social factors

are typically enumerated as possible reasons for this, being

the maturity of existing MDE tools one of them [8], [9].

While several works have studied how to measure the level of

1http://www.eclipse.org/

2http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emf

3https://eclipse.org/atl/

adoption of MDD in organizations [3], [4], [10], [11], to the

best of our knowledge, none of them has paid special attention

of how mature are modeling tools.

In this paper we conduct an empirical study of the maturity

of modeling projects in the Eclipse ecosystem. We use the term

“project” instead of “tool” to follow the Eclipse terminology.

Still, both can be used mostly indistinctly, with the concept of

Eclipse project covering not only tools in the strict sense of the

word but also libraries and other similar artefacts used as part

of tools. Their maturity level is then compared to that of the

non-modeling ones in the same Eclipse ecosystem to minimize

external variables that could affect the results of the analysis.

To do so, we have defined a maturity model to assess the ma-

turity level of Eclipse projects by relying on the data stored in

their Git repositories. We have applied the metrics in this ma-

turity model to the over one hundred official Eclipse projects,

aggregating the results based on the modeling/non-modeling

dimension but also on the project status (incubation/non-

incubation, according to the Eclipse terminology4).

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II

describes the model we used to assess the maturity level. Sec-

tion III presents the research method we followed in our study,

including the research questions, the construction of the dataset

and the metrics. Section IV reports on the main results. Section

V discusses some extensions to our approach. Section VI refers

to the replicability package. Section VII presents the main

threads to validity. Section VIII reports on the related work.

Section IX concludes the paper and presents some future work.

II. Maturity Model

A. State of the Art
Existing approaches to measure the maturity of software

systems mainly rely on well-known standards such as ISO-

25000 [12] or ISO-9126 [13]. However, these standards are fo-

cused on the measurement of software development processes

and little attention is paid to assess the maturity of software

tools. In this group of approaches we can also include other

models proposed by OPM3, CMMI or PRINCE.

The Technology Readiness Level (TRL) [14] is a type

of measurement system used to assess the maturity level of

4The incubation status of an Eclipse project is a phase de-

voted to establish a fully-functioning open-source project in terms

of its development process, community and technology. More info at

https://wiki.eclipse.org/Development_Resources/HOWTO/Incubation_Phase



a particular technology. A project is evaluated against the

metrics for each technology level and is then assigned a TRL

rating in a 1 to 9 scale. Although it is more technology-centric,

its application is based on set of dimensions that have to

be measured in specific phases of the software development

process of the product. No concrete metrics are proposed.

In the context of the Eclipse platform, the PolarSys working

group5 defined a maturity model for Eclipse projects [15].

The model follows the Basili’s Goal-Question-Metric ap-

proach [16] therefore specifying a set of quality attributes,

which are the goals for the measurement; concepts, which

are mapped to questions; and metrics, which are the base

measures, i.e., the actual metrics to calculate in the code. The

approach was implemented and initially applied to 10 PolarSys

(and closely related) projects6.

Other works have proposed some solutions to measure

specific maturity dimensions in software systems but do not

provide a full-fledged model for maturity. For instance, these

works include the well-known metric in complexity from

McCabe [17] or the proposal to measure the changeability of

software systems proposed by Ayalew et al. [18].

B. Our Maturity Model
To measure the maturity level of Eclipse projects, we believe

it makes sense to start from the PolarSys maturity model since

it is the most concrete and already used and known within the

Eclipse community. We have aligned it to the context of our

study where only the Git repositories of the projects are used

as input for the analysis. In particular, we have removed some

metrics from the original model that require additional input

sources and complemented it with new community metrics that

can be derived from the analysis of the interactions at the Git

level. In Section V, we comment on possible enhancements to

this core maturity model.

In the following we present the main metrics of the model

organized according to the involved dimensions, while Table I

presents these metrics in the GQM framework style, thus

linking them with the attributes and questions of the model.

The last column of Table I (see Inf.) indicates how each metric

influences the maturity level. Thus, the symbol ↗ means

that there is a direct relationship between the metric and the

maturity level (i.e., the higher the metric the more mature),

while the symbol ↘ means an inverse relationship.

Ecosystem. A software ecosystem is defined as a collection of

software projects which are developed and co-evolve together

in the same environment [19]. This dimension targets the

measurement of the sustainability of the ecosystem evolving

around the repositories of a project. It addresses two attributes:

• Activity, which measures the development activity of the

project’s ecosystem and considers two main questions,

namely: (1) developer activity and (2) Software Config-

uration Management (SCM) activity. The metrics defined

for this attribute includes the number of commits and

5https://www.polarsys.org

6Available at http://dashboard.polarsys.org

contributors in the project, and the average number of

commits per developer, month, week and in the last year

(aggregated for all the repositories of a project).

• Diversity, which measures the diversity of the developers

of the project. A rich range of contributors may improve

the project’s sustainability and its adaptability to different

situations. Furthermore, having developers and users with

different contexts and perspectives on the project helps

widening its scope and provide a more generic support.

To measure this attribute we define two new classes of

developers which allow us to better characterize the com-

munity [20], [21], namely: outsider and casual. An outsider

is a developer that has contributed to the project but cannot

modify the project’s codebase. Outsiders can be identified

by analyzing the commit information of the Git repository.

Commit metadata specifies both the author of the commit

(i.e., the actual developer contributing the code) and the

committer (i.e., the developer able to incorporate the modi-

fications into the project’s codebase). Outsiders are therefore

those developers that have authored a commit but are not

part of the project’s committers. On the other hand, casuals

are developers that have contributed a number of commits

less than the 5% of the total number of project’s commits.

The metrics defined for this attribute include the ratio of

outsiders and casual developers, and the ratio of commits

from the top 3 committers of the project7.

Product. This dimension measures some quality aspects of the

product delivered by the project. It addresses four attributes:

• Analysability, which measures the degree of effectiveness

and efficiency with which it is possible to assess the impact

of a change on the product and considers three main

questions, namely: (1) code size, (2) file types and (3) code

complexity. The metrics defined for this attribute include the

lines of code, the number of file extensions and the class,

functions and file complexity.

• Changeability, which measures the degree to which a prod-

uct or system can be modified without introducing defects

or degrading its quality. A project with a good changeability

is easy to maintain and will attract more developers. This

attribute considers three main questions: (1) code smells8,

file types and code complexity8. Some of these questions

match with those ones identified for the analysability at-

tribute, and therefore the same metrics are applied. Only

the metric calculating the number of code smells is new in

this attribute. This metric refers to a surface indication that

usually corresponds to a deeper problem in the system9.

• Reliability, which measures the degree to which the product

performs specified functions under specified conditions for

a specified period of time and is perhaps one of the

first quality attribute end-users will notice. The questions

considered by this attribute are (1) number of issues and (2)

code complexity. The new metric introduced in this attribute

7Note that there is no overlapping among the classes of developers.

8These metrics are calculated by SonarQube as noted in Section III-C

9https://martinfowler.com/bliki/CodeSmell.html



TABLE I: Maturity model defined in our study.

Dimension Attribute Question Metric Metric ID Inf.

Ecosystem

Activity

Developer Activity AVG number of commits per developer eco_avg_commits_developer ↗

SCM activity

Total number of commits eco_num_commits ↗
Total number of contributors eco_num_contributors ↗
AVG number of commits per month eco_avg_commits_month ↗
AVG number of commits per week eco_avg_commits_week ↗
AVG number of commits in the last year eco_avg_commits_last_year ↗

Diversity Developer diversity

Ratio of outsiders eco_ratio_outsiders ↗
Ratio of commits from top 3 committers eco_ratio_commits_top_committers ↘
Ratio of casuals eco_ratio_casuals ↗

Product

Analysability

Code Size Lines of code prod_lines_code ↘
File types Number of file extensions prod_num_extensions ↘

Code Complexity

Class complexity prod_class_complexity ↘
Functions complexity prod_functions_complexity ↘
File complexity prod_file_complexity ↘

Changeability

Code Smells Number of code smells prod_code_smells ↘
File types Cf. metrics defined in Analysability attribute –

Code Complexity Cf. metrics defined in Analysability attribute –

Reliability
Number of issues Number of issues prod_open_issues ↘
Code Complexity Cf. metrics defined in Analysability attribute –

Reusability
Code documentation Comment lines density prod_comment_density ↗

Technical Debt Technical debt value prod_technical_debt ↘

assesses the number of issues, which can be detected by

analyzing the commit messages.

• Reusability, which measures the degree to which an asset

can be used in more than one system, or in building

other assets and considers two questions, namely: (1) code

documentation and (2) technical debt8. The metrics defined

for this attribute include the comment lines density and

the technical debt value. The latter is generally used as a

metaphor referring to immature software artifacts that do

not satisfy the required level of quality [22].

III. Research Method

In this section we discuss how our study has been set up.

We first present our research questions. We then describe how

we built the dataset for our study (Section III-B) and how we

computed the required metrics (Section III-C) to answer those

questions. We finalize the section showing some descriptive

statistics for the constructed dataset (Section III-D).

A. Research Questions
Our objective is to grasp a better understanding of the

maturity of modeling projects in the Eclipse ecosystem. More

specifically, we identify three main research questions:

RQ1 Are modeling projects as mature as non-modeling
projects? Our hypothesis is that the maturity of Eclipse

modeling projects differs from non-modeling ones.

RQ2 Is the incubation status of a project an important
factor when comparing modeling and non-modeling
projects? This question specializes the previous one by

considering the incubation status of projects.

RQ3 Is the incubation status a valid indicator of the
maturity of a modeling project? We hypothesize

that projects out of the incubation phase should show

significant improvements with regard to the still-in-

incubation ones.

B. Building the Dataset
We built a dataset originally comprising all Eclipse projects

and their corresponding repositories (a project may involve

several repositories). The construction of the dataset involved

four phases: (1) web scraping, (2) filtering, (3) cloning and (3)

importation. The first phase collected the initial list of projects

while the rest involved several filtering and manipulation

operations. Figure 1 (upper part) illustrates the dataset building

process. Table II shows the number of projects and repositories

at each phase of the process (including after the metrics

calculation, see next section).

Web scraping. The first phase was in charge of obtaining

a list of the official Eclipse projects and repositories. To this

aim, we developed a web scraping tool that parsed the website

listing the set of Eclipse projects10. As a result, this phase

generated a spreadsheet including the set of projects, their

corresponding repositories, and the last time the project was

modified (i.e., last activity). The list included 216 projects and

1,710 repositories.

Filtering. We performed a filtering process on the previous list

to remove those repositories that either had not been modified

in the last year (i.e., removing inactive projects) or were

companion repositories not including the core project content

(e.g., binary, build or template repositories). We also removed

the projects eclipse.org and gerrit, as they represented

the project websites and the code review support, respectively.

During this phase, we also classified each project according

to its purpose (i.e., modeling vs. non-modeling) and its status

(i.e., incubation vs. non-incubation). This phase was manually

performed by the authors individually, who later discussed

together those cases where disagreement was found. At the

end of this phase, we reached full agreement on the list of

10http://git.eclipse.org
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Fig. 1: Devised methodology: (a) dataset building and (b) metric calculation processes.

TABLE II: Projects and repositories input/output in each phase

of the dataset building and metric calculation process.

P = Projects. R = Repositories.

Phase
Input Discarded Output

P R P R P R

Web scraping N.A. 216 1,710

Filtering 216 1,710 49 1,361 167 349

Cloning 167 349 22 28 145 321

Import 145 321 0 0 145 321

SQL-based 145 321 0 0 145 321

SonarQube-based 145 321 9 47 136 274

Final 136 274

selected projects. The list of selected projects included 167

projects and 349 repositories.

Cloning. We cloned the set of selected repositories obtained

in the previous phase at the date of December 14th 2016.

We experienced problems when cloning 28 of the selected

repositories due to non-existence of the HEAD branch. Thus,

we cloned 321 repositories in total, belonging to 145 projects.

Importation. We imported the master branch of the cloned

repositories into a relational database using the Gitana

tool [23] in order to facilitate the query and exploration of the

projects for further analysis. In the Gitana database, the Git

repositories are represented in terms of users, files, commits,

references (i.e., branches or tags) and file modifications. At

the end of this phase, we verified that the number of commits

in the database and the Git repository were the same.

Table II (see first four rows) shows the input/discarded/out-

put projects and repositories for each phase.

C. Calculating Metrics
The calculation of metrics for Eclipse projects is performed

on each repository and then aggregated to obtain the overall

value for the corresponding project.

The process involved two independent phases, depending

on the technology used to calculate them, namely: (1) Sonar-

Qube metric calculator and (2) SQL-based metric calculator.

We also defined a third phase which collects the results of the

previous phases and group them per project. Figure 1 (lower

part) illustrates the metric calculation process.

SonarQube metric calculator. We configured Sonarqube11

to calculate a subset of metrics in the product dimension of our

maturity model. Sonarqube directly accessed the repositories

cloned in the second phase of the dataset building process

and produced a web page (and the companion results database

populating that webpage) with the metric results.

During this phase we experienced problems when analyzing

specific repositories. 40 repositories were discarded as they

were implemented in languages not supported by the free

analyzers provided by SonarQube (e.g., C or shell script

languages). Also, Sonarqube was not able to analyze 7

repositories due to memory issues.

SQL-based metric calculator. We relied on the repositories

database obtained with Gitana to calculate most of our

metrics. Thus, these metrics are calculated by means of SQL

queries and their results are also stored in the database.

Metric aggregator. For the sake of organization, we defined

this phase to collect the metric results obtained for each

repository in the previous phases. This phase is in charge of

calculate the aggregated values (i.e., the average, sum or ratio

when suitable) per project.

Table II (see last three rows) shows the input/discarded/out-

put projects and repositories for each phase and the final size

of our dataset.

D. Dataset Descriptive Statistics
At the end of the process, our dataset consisted of 136

projects (55 modeling vs. 81 non-modeling), where 42 were

at an incubation phase while the other 94 had already exited

this phase. Figure 2a shows this distribution.

In total, we analyzed 274 repositories linked to the 136

projects (77 modeling repositories vs. 197 non-modeling

ones). Processing those repositories, we collected a total

number of 547,089 commits, 1,298,352 files and 2,558 con-

tributors, Figures 2b, 2c and 2d show the boxplots for these

variables, respectively. Each figure shows four boxplots, split

11https://www.sonarqube.org
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Fig. 2: Descriptive statistics of our dataset. (a) Main project

distribution. (b) Numbers of Commits. (c) Number of contrib-

utors. (d) Number of files.

up into modeling vs. non-modeling projects and then into

incubation vs. non-incubation. As can be seen, the values of

these variables with regard to the incubation dimension are

remarkably different, in particular for non-modeling projects.

Thus, non-incubation non-modeling projects tend to have

higher values with regard to the number of commits, contrib-

utors and files than incubation non-modeling projects. This

behavior is also slightly observed in modeling projects.

IV. Results

A. RQ1: Are modeling projects as mature as non-modeling
projects?

To address this research question, we calculated the metrics

of our maturity model for each project of our dataset and

then grouped the results according to the project purpose, i.e.,

whether the project is modeling (n = 55) or non-modeling

(n = 81), with the goal to assess whether the distributions of

a given metric are different for modeling and non-modeling

projects (i.e., a two-level factor). The boxplot for each metric

(though decomposed according to the project incubation

status) can be seen in Figure 312.

12Due to the lack of space, the aggregated boxplots are only provided as

part of the replicability package (see Section VI).

This assessment is usually performed by applying a two-

sided Student’s t-test, which tests the null hypothesis that there

are not significant differences in the distributions (we therefore

aim at rejecting such hypothesis). Student’s t-test assumptions

require the data to both follow a normal distribution and

have equality (or “homogeneity”) of variances. To check

these assumptions we applied the Saphiro-Wilk normality

test for the former and the Barlett test for the latter. Only

one of the considered metrics passed the normality test (i.e.,

prod_comment_density) and most of them did not pass

the equality of variances test. As these assumptions were not

passed, we could not trust the Student’s t-test results. Table III

(see Norm. test and Homog. Var. subcolumns of the Original
Variable column) shows these results. As the tests outputs

return an overall p-value, to avoid clutter when reporting p-

values, we superscript the results using the following conven-

tion: no superscript corresponds to p-value ≥ 0.05 , ∗ corre-

sponds to 0.01 ≤ p-value < 0.05, ∗∗ corresponds to 0.001 ≤
p-value < 0.01 and ∗∗∗ corresponds to p-value < 0.001.

In these cases, a variable transformation (e.g., log or

sqtr) is usually applied. We therefore proceeded as follows.

We applied a variable transformation and check whether the

variable passes the normality Saphiro-Wilk normality test. As

this test is affected by the presence of outliers, when required,

we also removed them in order to meet the assumption. We

then applied the Barlett test to check the equality of variances.

If the variable passes the Barlett test, we achieved to meet the

Student’s t-test assumptions and therefore performed the test to

check its null hypothesis. Otherwise, we applied the Behrens-

Fisher problem, which tests a global null hypothesis checking

the difference between the means of two normally distributed

populations when the variances of the two populations are not

assumed to be equal. Finally, if after exploring and applying

variable transformations we did not achieve to pass the previ-

ous assumptions (especially the normality test), we applied the

Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test, which is a nonparametric test

where the null hypothesis checks that the population distribu-

tions are identical without assuming them to follow the normal

distribution (we therefore aim at rejecting such hypothesis). We

applied the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test only in those cases

where the variable did not pass the Saphiro-Wilk normality

test but did pass the Barlett test, as simulation studies suggest

that the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon test is not robust to unequal

population variances, especially in the unequal sample size

case [24], which is our case. For variables not passing the

normality and equality of variances assumptions (even after

applying variable transformations), we cannot trust on the

results of the previous tests. We follow this procedure in order

to rely first on parametric tests, as they are usually considered

to have more statistical power than nonparametric tests and

therefore it is more likely to detect a significant effect when

one truly exists. With this procedure we were able to study the

distribution of all the metrics except for prod_lines_code.
Table III shows the results of this assessment. Column Var.

Trans shows the variable transformation applied (not found
when no transformation achieved to meet the assumptions or



TABLE III: Study performed with the metrics of our maturity model versus the project purpose factor (i.e., modeling vs.

non-modeling). t-test reports the p-value of the Student’s t test. wilcox reports the p-value of the Mann-Whitney-Wilcoxon

test. bf-test reports the p-value of Behrens-Fisher problem.

Ecosystem Metrics

Metric
Original Variable Transformed Variable

Norm. Test Homog. Var. wilcox Var. Trans. Outliers Norm. Test Homog. Var. t-test bf-test

eco_avg_commits_developer ×*** ×** N.A. log(x) � � � × ×
eco_num_commits ×*** ×*** N.A. log(x) × � � × ×
eco_num_contributors ×*** ×*** N.A. log(x) � � � �*** �**

eco_avg_commits_month ×*** ×* N.A. log(x) � � � × ×
eco_avg_commits_week ×*** � × log(x) � � � × ×
eco_avg_commits_last_year ×*** � × log(x) � � � × ×
eco_ratio_outsiders ×* � × not found � ×* � N.A. N.A.

eco_ratio_commits_top_committers ×*** � × not found � ×*** � N.A. N.A.

eco_ratio_casuals ×*** � �** not found � ×*** � N.A. N.A.

Product Metrics

prod_lines_code ×*** ×** N.A. not found � ×*** ×*** N.A. N.A.

prod_num_extensions ×*** � �*** log(x) � � � �** �***

prod_class_complexity ×*** ×** N.A. log(x) × � � × ×
prod_functions_complexity ×*** � × log(x) � � � × ×
prod_file_complexity ×*** ×*** N.A. log(x) × � � × ×
prod_code_smells ×*** ×*** N.A. x1/3 × � � × ×
prod_open_issues ×*** � �* x1/3 × � � × ×
prod_comment_density � ×* – none � � ×** N.A. �***

prod_technical_debt ×*** � �* not found � ×*** � N.A. N.A.

none when not needed). Column Outliers indicates if outliers

were included (i.e., � value) or not (i.e., × value) after

the transformation. Columns Norm. test and Homog. Var.
(subcolumns of the Transformed Variable column) show the

results of the Saphiro-Wilk and the Barlett tests, respectively.

Columns t-test, BF-test and Wilcox show the results for the

Student’s t-test, Behrens-Fisher problem and Mann-Whitney-

Wilcoxon tests, respectively. To facilitate the reading of the

table, we have highlighted in gray those cells that are used for

the assessment of the distributions of each metric.

Our results reveal that there are some significant differences

between the metric distributions with regard to the project

purpose. Ecosystem metrics seem to behave similarly for

modeling and non-modeling projects but we found signifi-

cant differences for the metrics eco_num_contributors and

eco_ratio_casuals, where the values for the non-modeling

projects seem to be higher than for modeling projects. This

behavior shows a better maturity level in this kind projects

and it may also reveal a lower entry barrier to contribute.

Regarding the product dimension, the distributions of the

metrics prod_num_extensions, prod_comment_density
and prod_technical_debt shown significant differences,

where the values for modeling projects tend to be higher

than for non-modeling ones, maybe caused by the existence

of numerous generated files. The rest of the metrics seem to

show higher values for modeling projects, although we did not

find significant statistical differences.

Our results confirm that there are significant differences

in the distribution of some of the metrics defined in our

maturity model though for most metrics the differences

do not exist. This suggest that modeling projects achieve

lower maturity levels than non-modeling ones but that the

overall difference is small.

B. RQ2: Is the incubation status of a project an important
factor when comparing modeling and non-modeling projects?

To include the incubation dimension in our analysis, we

defined a new factor covering the possible combinations for the

project type (i.e., modeling vs. non-modeling) and status (i.e.,

incubation vs. non-incubation) values. For the sake of simplic-

ity, we refer MDE projects as M and non-MDE as ¬M . Like-

wise, incubation projects are referred as I and non-incubation

as ¬I . We call this new factor type and its levels are MI (n =
22), M¬I (n = 33), ¬MI (n = 20) and ¬M¬I (n = 61).

We want to assess whether the distributions of the metrics

are different with regard to this new factor. In particular,

we want to study the distributions of the metrics between

modeling and non-modeling projects when they are in incuba-

tion status (¬MI vs. MI) and when not (¬M¬I vs. M¬I).

This assessment is usually performed by applying an ANOVA,

which tests the null hypothesis that there are not significant

differences in the distributions in a pairwise basis (we therefore

aim at rejecting such hypothesis). ANOVA assumptions are the

same as Student’s t-test ones presented before.

Due to the nature of the metrics (i.e., non-normality and/or

non-equality of variances), we proceeded as follows. We ap-

plied the variable transformations commented in the previous

section and performed an ANOVA when normality and equal-

ity of variances tests were met. In those cases where ANOVA

assumptions are not satisfied, non-parametric tests are usually

applied to confirm or discard the results. Thus, the global null

hypothesis is normally tested by applying the Kruskall-Wallis

one-way analysis of variance by project type [25] while the

pairwise comparison is checked with the rank-based Wilcoxon-

Mann-Whitney test [26] with Bonferroni correction [27].

However, as commented before, the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney

test is not robust to unequal population variances. Therefore

we proposed to employ the multiple contrast test procedure

T̃ [28], which is robust against unequal population variances.



TABLE IV: Study performed with the metrics of our maturity model versus the project type factor.

Ecosystem Metrics

Metric Study P-value ¬MI vs. MI ¬M¬I vs. M¬I M¬I vs. MI ¬MI vs. M¬I ¬M¬I vs. MI ¬M¬I vs. ¬MI

eco_avg_commits_developer ANOVA �** × × × �** × �*

eco_num_commits ANOVA �*** × × × �* �** �**

eco_num_contributors ANOVA �*** × �** �** �* �*** �***

eco_avg_commits_month ANOVA �*** × × × �** × �***

eco_avg_commits_week ANOVA �** × × × �** × �**

eco_avg_commits_last_year ANOVA �** × × × �** × �***

eco_ratio_outsiders T̃ × – – – – – –

eco_ratio_commits_top_committers T̃ �*** × × × �* �* �***

eco_ratio_casuals T̃ �*** × �* × × �*** �***

Product Metrics

prod_lines_code T̃ �*** �*** × × �*** × �***

prod_num_extensions ANOVA �*** �*** × × �*** × �***

prod_class_complexity ANOVA × – – – – – –

prod_functions_complexity ANOVA × – – – – – –

prod_file_complexity ANOVA × – – – – – –

prod_code_smells ANOVA �*** �*** × × �*** × �***

prod_open_issues ANOVA �*** �*** × × �*** × �***

prod_comment_density T̃ �*** �*** �*** × �** �*** ×
prod_technical_debt T̃ �* �* × × × × ×

RQ2 RQ3

T̃ procedure takes as input a type of contrast and the threshold

for the family-wise error rate. We used the Tukey-type contrast

with the traditional threshold of 5%.

Table IV shows the results of our analysis, including the

study applied (i.e., ANOVA or T̃ in the Study column), the p-

value of the study and the pairwise p-values for each metric.

The table includes all the pairwise combinations but we are

interested in the pairs ¬MI vs. MI (see fourth column) and

¬M¬I vs. M¬I (see fifth column). Figure 3 shows the main

boxplots for each metric.

The first pair (fourth column in Table IV) focuses the study

on the set of incubation projects and compares the distribution

of the metrics between modeling and non-modeling ones. As

can be seen, while no significant differences were found for

ecosystem metrics, there are significant differences in all the

metrics of the product dimension except those ones measuring

complexity. If we observe the boxplots in Figure 3, we confirm

that these metrics tend to have higher values for model-

ing projects. Except for the metric prod_comment_density,
these results reveal lower maturity levels for modeling projects.

We believe these results may reveal that modeling projects

require extra effort to be consolidated or to demonstrate that

the technology can be promoted to non-incubation projects.

The second pair (fifth column in Table IV) focuses the

study on the set of non-incubation projects and performs the

same comparison as before. In this case, the results show that

only the distributions of the metrics eco_num_contributors,
eco_ratio_casuals and prod_comment_density differ

significantly between modeling and non-modeling projects.

While the first two metrics reveal higher maturity levels for

non-modeling projects, the last metric benefit the maturity of

modeling projects. These results are aligned with previous

results obtained in RQ1.

We found numerous significant differences in the distri-

butions of the product metrics between modeling and non-

modeling projects when they are classified as incubation.

Nevertheless, the differences fade down once the projects

leave the incubation status. We therefore confirm that the

incubation status of a project affects the maturity compar-

ison between modeling and non-modeling projects.

C. RQ3: Is the incubation status a valid indicator of the
maturity of a modeling project?

To answer this question we relied on the previous analysis

but focused on a different pair of scenarios. In particular we are

interesting in studying whether the incubation status has an ef-

fect within modeling projects, which involves the pair M¬I vs.

MI (see sixth column in Table IV). As can be seen, only the

metric eco_num_contributors presents significant differ-

ences in the distribution. In particular, the number of contribu-

tors is significantly higher when the modeling project is classi-

fied as a non-incubation one, which may reveal a consolidation

and expansion the development team in the project. However,

no clear conclusion could be provided regarding changes in

the maturity level. Additionally, note that this behavior is also

observed for non-modeling projects (see Figure 3c).

Although this research question is specially focused on

the analysis of modeling projects, we have also found some

interesting results regarding non-modeling projects that we

would like to highlight. Thus, the study of the non-modeling

projects with regard to its incubation status (last column of

Table IV) reveals that the distributions of most of the metrics

are significantly different. Interestingly enough, ecosystem

metrics changes benefit the maturity levels while product

metrics influence negatively, which may show an increment in

the community activity but a detriment in the product quality.

Our results revealed that there is no remarkable differ-

ences in the distribution of the metrics of our maturity

model for Eclipse modeling projects according to its

incubation status.
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Fig. 3: Results for each metric identified in our maturity model according to project type factor.
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Fig. 4: Analysis of the ratio of (a) messages and (b) contrib-

utors per topic in JDT and Papyrus forums.

V. Extensions to Our Approach

In this section we explore extensions to our approach which

may enrich and expand the scope of the maturity analysis.

A. Beyond a Git-centric Approach
We have defined a maturity model specially focused on

measuring the information in the Git repository of the Eclipse

projects. However, the development of any project generally in-

volves other supporting tools such as forums or issue trackers.

And Eclipse is not an exception offering Bugzilla and Eclipse

forums installations to any Eclipse project. Considering these

sources of project information would definitely increase the

scope of our maturity analysis. For instance, the activity in

Eclipse forums could be included in the ecosystem dimension.

As a proof-of-concept example, we extracted the metadata

of the Eclipse forums for two projects of our dataset, namely:

(1) Java Development Tools (JDT)13, a non-modeling project

to develop Java applications; and (2) Papyrus14, a modeling

project which provides an environment to create and manage

models (UML, SysML and others). To perform this step,

we extended Gitana with some initial support for importing

Eclipse Forums. Our importation process obtained the full

collection of topics in each project forum until the date of

April, 24th 2016.

We defined two metrics to calculate the ratio of messages

and contributors per topic in each Eclipse forum, thus allowing

us to measure the activity level in each ecosystem. Figure 4

shows the results of these metrics for the timespan recorded

in our dataset. As can be seen, there are higher ratio values

for Papyrus, which may reveal a richer forum activity.

B. Collaboration as a key Maturity Dimension
Collaboration is usually considered one of the cornerstones

in open-source development, however, it has been neglected

in software maturity assessment. The “community” metrics

we had so far offered a very limited view on the actual

13http://www.eclipse.org/jdt

14http://www.eclipse.org/papyrus

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: Collaboration graph in (a) JDT and (b) Papyrus Eclipse

forums.

Fig. 6: Bus factor.

collaboration between the individuals in the community since

they focused only on interactions on individual artifacts. We

propose to extend maturity models to include an additional

dimension to assess the degree of collaboration in the project.

This new dimension could include metrics such as the bus
factor, which is a measurement of the concentration of infor-

mation in individual team members. It connotes the number

of team members that can be unexpectedly lost from a project

before the project collapses due to lack of knowledgeable or

competent personnel. We applied the approach proposed by

Cosentino et al. [29] to calculate the bus factor for all projects

of our dataset considering their last year of activity. Figure 6

shows the results of this analysis. As can be seen, the bus factor

ranges from 1 to 315, and modeling projects seem to have

lower bus factor values than non-modeling projects16. This

result may reveal that modeling projects usually rely on fewer

developers, thus meaning that their development and progress

can be put at risk easier than for non-modeling projects.

C. Collaboration Beyond the Code
Previous extensions could be combined to assess the collab-

oration dimension across the project by looking at collabora-

tion networks in forums and issue trackers. In this kind of net-

works, nodes represent authors of forum (or issue) topics (the

bigger the nodes, the higher the number of topics) and edges

represent interactions between authors, as they connect authors

that have contributed to the same forum topic (the thicker the

edge, the more topics they have contributed together).

15There are several ways to calculate the bus factor, depending on the weight

given to the different variables taking part in the computation process; focus

on the comparison across dimensions, not so much on the absolute values

16Further analysis revealed that these differences were not significant.



As an illustrative example, we generated the corresponding

collaboration networks for the Eclipse forums of the JDT and

Papyrus projects. Figure 5 shows the graphs for JDT (see

Figure 5a, with 4,896 nodes and 6,402 edges) and Papyrus

(see Figure 5b, with 1,002 nodes and 2,993 edges) projects.

As can be seen, the collaboration in the JDT forums is higher

in terms of authors and interactions. Well-known graph metrics

could then be applied to assess the health of the collaboration

network, for instance, betweenness centrality would help to

reveal critical paths (and the community members behind

them) that concentrate much of the information flows in the

network. Mature projects should maximize connections to

avoid them. We have colored the nodes of graphs shown in

Figure 5 according to their betweenness centrality (the higher

the darker), thus facilitating the identification of the main

developers in each community.

VI. Replicability Package

To facilitate the replication of our study, we provide a

GitHub repository17 for researchers interested in repeating or

complementing our evaluations. The repository includes the

main elements of our dataset together with the scripts to

populate them, the SQL-based metrics, the R scripts used for

the data analysis, graphs, and extra figures of our study.

VII. Threats to Validity

Our work is subjected to a number of threats to validity,

namely: (1) internal validity, which is related to the inferences

we made; and (2) external validity, which discusses the gen-

eralization of our findings.

Regarding the internal validity, the dataset construction

process faced some problems in the cloning and SonarQube-

based metric calculation phases. The former included problems

related with the repositories (i.e., HEAD branch non-existence),

while the latter was mainly caused by the restricted support

SonarQube offers in its free version to analyze code written

in some programming languages (i.e., it covers Java, the most

popular language in Eclipse, and Javascript but, e.g., not C

or shell script which were also relevant for some projects in

our initial dataset). To have a fair comparison, we removed

projects for which we were unable to calculate all data points.

Another threat is related to our choice of statistical methods

and techniques. To minimize this, we have carefully reported

each step of our study and also provided a companion package

(see Section VI) to promote replicability.

As for the external validity, note that our sample is based on

the set of Eclipse projects available as of December 2016 and

therefore our results should not be generalized to other devel-

opment platforms or projects hosted in private repositories.

VIII. Related Work

Several works have studied how to measure the maturity of

MDD in organizations. Rios et al. [10] proposed a maturity

model for MDD in the context of the Capability Maturity

17http://hdl.handle.net/20.500.12004/1/C/MODELS/2017/218

Model Integration (CMMI). Baker et al. [3] studied the appli-

cation of MDD techniques in Motorola, thus developing the

Modeling Challenge Levels (MCL), a framework that serves as

a self-assessment tool to an organization’s modeling maturity.

Tomassetti et al. [4] surveyed a set of software professionals of

the Italian industry to investigate the level of maturity in the us-

age of software models and MDD techniques. Mohagheghi et

al. [11] identified several quality dimensions that affect the ma-

turity in MDE, including models, modeling languages, tools,

processes and quality assurance techniques. While they provide

suitable frameworks to evaluate the maturity level, they do not

perform any evaluation involving a current sample of tools.

Our work is also related to the popular field of mining

and analysis of software repositories [30]. Still, only a few

of them have a focus on extracting some kind of modeling-

related information from the repositories. Among them, we can

cite Kolovos et al. [31], who assessed the existence of MDE

artifacts in GitHub projects; Hebig et al. [32], where authors

studied how and when UML models are added to a devel-

opment project; Xiao et al. [33], that studied whether code

generated using MDE techniques is free from technical debt;

and Kahani et al. [34], that collected and analyzed the content

of the 30 most widely used Eclipse forums associated with

different modeling tools and applied text mining techniques

to study the main questions raised when using these tools. To

the best of our knowledge, nobody has done a study similar

to ours comparing modeling and non-modeling projects.

IX. Conclusion

In this paper we have compared over a hundred modeling

and non-modeling projects of the Eclipse ecosystem. Our re-

sults show that there are indeed differences between modeling

and non-modeling projects, though less than we expected when

setting up the study. Also, we detected that incubation status

clearly makes a difference for non-modeling projects, however,

it is not true for modeling ones which seem to remain much

more stable across their lifespan. This is not necessarily a good

thing since it may suggest that they are unable to bring a

broader audience of users and contributors even after they get

out of the incubation status and became full official projects.

While these results partially confirm that maturity of mod-

eling projects may be an issue (with ramifications to even

major issues like modeling adoption as both properties have

been linked together in previous works), much more research

needs to be done to really understand the technical and social

factors that make both families of projects different and what

dimensions of modeling projects can be improved to make

them up to par (or even better).

We have proposed a couple of extensions to “classic”

maturity models that could shed some light on these issues.

This is our main line of further work. Beyond this, we plan to

replicate the results in other ecosystems outside Eclipse.
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